
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Invercargill Harness Racing Club Inc at Ascot Park Raceway Date: Sunday, 23 November 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: N McIntyre (Chairman), C Boyd, S Wallis 
Typist: B Gutsell 
 
 

General: 

Pre-race blood testing was carried out on selected runners.  
  
Race 4 was delayed 3 minutes at the request of TAB Control due to a delay in the previous race at Te Rapa. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: SUCCESSFUL WAY, TORPEDO, SWEET LORESS, HIGHWAY SIX, MONTY PYTHON, BAD KATE, 
GROOMSMAN, I SMART, BETTAKATETHANNEVA 

Protests: Race     1 LOVE THE MOMENT (2nd Placing)  
[Rule 870(5)] - Incorrect gait across Finish Line & Lapped On. Not Contested - relegated 
to 4th placing. 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     7 K Manning (GROOMSMAN)  
[Rule 869(2) (a)] Excessive use of the whip - concluding stages. Fined $200.00. 

Warnings: Race     5 Z Butcher (COULDITBE)  
[Rule 869(3) (b)] Allow runners to his inside sufficient room. 

 Race     7 D Dunn (SUE ME)  
[Rule 857(7) (g)] Maintain correct barrier position until the start point. 

 Race     7 K Manning (GROOMSMAN)  
[Rule 857(7) (g)] Maintain correct barrier position until the start point. 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     9 JACKS SALUTE - Warned Racing Manners 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race     3 TUAPEKA TOFF - at 9.00am - injured. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 24/11/2014 until 27/11/2014 inclusive (4 days):  
BE ME. 

  

Ineligible from 24/11/2014 until 03/12/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
PONDA BEAR, PEPE BROMAC, TUAPEKA TOFF, SONOVA GUN 

  

Ineligible from 24/11/2014 until 21/12/2014 inclusive (28 days): 
EASY OPTION 

  

Exceptional Circumstances: 
TACHMA 



 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 MISS PEGASUS BY PEGASUS SPUR TROT 

Shortly after the start BONE OF CONTENTION broke for a considerable distance and lost its chance in the event. 
SCARLETT LANE and O'DRISCOLL were both slow over the initial stages. 
HOPE AND PRAY hung inwards on the first bend and lost ground. 
POP GOES THE WEASEL broke when negotiating the first bend and then broke again near the 1400 metres. 
Leaving the 950 metres SUNDON INVASION hung outwards and broke losing its chance. 
HENGROEN hung inwards and over raced striking pylons near the 900 metres. 
SCARLETT LANE raced wide from the 800 metres. 
O'DRISCOLL hung inwards and trotted roughly rounding the final turn and in the early stages of the run home. 
HOPE AND PRAY trotted roughly rounding the final bend and broke briefly passing the 200 metres. 
LOVE THE MOMENT trotted roughly in the run home and then broke near the 40 metres and failed to regain its gait. Co-
trainer/driver G Lee did not contest a subsequent Protest into the second placing being awarded to LOVE THE MOMENT 
pursuant to Rule 870(5) alleging when in a break over the finish line this gelding had been lapped on by HENGROEN and 
O'DRISCOLL. After viewing available films the JCA relegated LOVE THE MOMENT to fourth placing. 
 

Race 2 DEMOCRAT PARTY BY AMERICAN IDEAL MOBILE PACE 

WASHINGTON WHITESOXS paced roughly over the initial stages and lost ground. 
HANK BROMAC paced roughly racing into the first bend. 
FIRST SON was awkwardly position to the inside of DE LIGHTNING passing the 1000 metres and had to be steadied. 
HANK BROMAC tired from the 500 metres. 
JUSTAN'S SISTER hung inwards passing the 200 metres and then shifted back to the inside to obtain clear running. 
When questioned regarding the performance of DE LIGHTNING trainer/driver N McGrath could offer no tangible reason 
other than he had raced wide from the 1500 metres, however Mr McGrath was still disappointed with the efforts of the colt. 
Mr McGrath undertook to keep the Stewards informed should anything come to light in the coming days to help explain 
today's performance. 
 

Race 3 JOHN DEVLIN MEMORIAL FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

As the start was effected MELINA LOWE(K Larsen) hung outwards simultaneously to NEAT N PETITE hanging inwards slightly 
resulting in the off hind leg of MELINA LOWE brushing the sulky of NEAT N PETITE with MELINA LOWE breaking and losing 
ground. 
QUICK INCOME paced roughly shortly after the start. 
MELINA LOWE raced wide on the final bend. 
QUICK INCOME again paced roughly over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 4 HE'S WATCHING (1.46.4) BY AMERICAN IDEAL MOBILE PACE 

FOREST BLAZZAR hung inwards late in the score up and was back at the start. 
ANOTHER WINDERMERE was inclined to hang inwards on several occasions during the running. 
Racing into the first bend JACCKA MARA paced roughly inconveniencing TANK COMMANDER momentarily. 
HEZ ONLY THE LONELY over raced passing the 1500 metres. 
NORTHVIEW HANOVER over raced approaching the 800 metres. 
JACCKA MARA raced greenly near the 700 metres. 
RIGHTEOUS HONOUR hung outwards in the initial stages of the run home. 
HEZ ONLY THE LONELY hung outwards passing the 220 metres and then shifted inwards abruptly forcing FOREST BLAZZAR 
which was attempting a marginal run to its inside over several markers. FOREST BLAZZAR continued to hang inwards for 
some distance after this incident. 
 

Race 5 CRAZED-SIRE OF NEW YORK SIRES' STAKES WINNERS TROT 

A false start was declared when the 40 metre barrier strand failed to release. The restart was delayed several minutes due to 
the boring pole on MR MAYFLY having to be replaced. 
At the start or over the initial stages MASS INVASION, STRATHMORES CHARM, ALEXANDRA LEAVING, MUM BEAT LYALL, 
SWEPT AWAY and STARLIGHT INVASION all broke. 



MUM BEAT LYALL broke again passing the 900 metres. 
MOON COUNTESS broke passing the 800 metres with driver B Orange reporting the mare's hind leg had contacted the sulky. 
Near the 500 metres SNOW BOY broke when placed in restricted room to the inside of COULDITBE (Z Butcher) which lay 
inwards on the point of the bend. Stewards advised Mr Butcher he must ensure he leaves runners to his inside sufficient 
room in future. 
SWEPT AWAY and MUM BEAT LYALL both broke again rounding the final turn. 
COULDITBE broke nearing the 250 metres. 
Authorisation of 4th place being awarded to MOON COUNTESS was withheld until Stewards were satisfied the mare had 
complied with the breaking horse regulations when breaking near the 800 metres. 
 

Race 6 ADORE ME BY BETTOR'S DELIGHT MOBILE PACE 

HOKURI RAILRIDA and MACH OF THE MAN were back slightly at the start. 
MCCOVEY COVE raced wide in the early stages. 
TELLTHETRUTH over raced near the 1050 metres. 
NIGHTMARCH raced wide from the 800 metres. 
HOKURI RAILRIDA broke briefly early in the run home when placed in restricted room to the outside of ADD NO INTEREST 
which had hung out momentarily. A subsequent veterinary examination of HOKURI RAILRIDA failed to detect any 
abnormalities. 
FLUSHING MEADOWS, MACH OF THE MAN, ADD NO INTEREST, MCCOVEY COVE all had difficulty obtaining clear room 
during the run home. R T May as the driver of ADD NO INTEREST advised he did not activate the removable deafeners on the 
gelding. 
D Butcher (MCCOVEY COVE) briefly dropped his foot from the sulky footrest in the run home. 
THE TISBURY TERROR hung inwards on several occasions in the run home and broke just short of the winning post. 
 

Race 7 SOUTHLAND BRED HIGHVIEW TOMMY MOBILE PACE 

MILLIGAN was back off the gate at the dispatch despite the efforts of driver Z Butcher. 
SUE ME (D Dunn) and GROOMSMAN (K Manning) were also back off the gate at the dispatch. Drivers D Dunn and K Manning 
were both warned to maintain their correct barrier position until the start point in future. 
AVEROSS BRACHOLE over raced and hung outwards near the 900 metres and then tired passing the 500 metres when 
continuing to hang outwards. Trainer A Black advised he would give the gelding a brief freshen up and return to the workouts 
prior to AVEROSS BRACHOLE racing next. 
THE SHAKEY MISTRESS hung outwards in the run home. 
When questioned regarding the apparent disappointing performance of RAINBOW ROMANCE trainer K Barclay was at a loss 
to explain the performance. Stewards requested a post-race veterinary examination of RAINBOW ROMANCE which revealed 
the gelding to have a slow recovery rate. Mrs Barclay advised she would have bloods taken during the coming days and 
report any findings to the Stewards. 
Driver K Manning admitted a breach of Rule 869(2) (a) in that she used her whip in an excessive manner over the concluding 
stages when driving the GROOMSMAN with the JCA imposing a fine of $200. 
 

Race 8 WOODLANDS STUD SUPPORTING STHN BRED STHN REARED MOBILE PACE 

LUMINESCE over raced through the early and middle stages. 
JUST NED over raced through the middle stages and was held up rounding the final bend. 
GO THE STAGS raced wide from the 700 metres. 
NORTHVIEW GAMBLER paced roughly rounding the final bend placing the trailing IN THE KITTY at a disadvantage. 
 

Race 9 AMERICAN IDEAL SUPPORTING TRANS TASMAN DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

BOOSTER raced greenly through the early stages and round the first bend losing ground. 
JOE DIMAGGIO over raced in the middle stages. 
JACKS SALUTE paced roughly near the 1100 metres. 
Nearing the 700 metres JACKS SALUTE which was improving three wide without cover stumbled and broke checking QUICK 
NICK, JACCKA EMBERZ, COMBIEN and WAIARIKIKI with WAIARIKIKI losing a considerable distance. JACKS SALUTE broke 
again rounding the final bend inconveniencing COMBIEN and BOOSTER. 
In the early stages of the run home WAIARIKIKI and ABSOLUTELY FLYIN locked wheels momentarily. 
BOOSTER and ONE OUT OF FOUR were both held up in the initial stages of the run home. 



Stewards requested a post-race veterinary examination of JACKS SALUTE which failed to detect abnormalities. 
When questioned regarding the breaking of JACKS SALUTE driver C Alford advised the gelding had over reached and 
panicked. The connections were warned to improve the racing manners of JACKS SALUTE. 
 

 


